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Mosaic Collection by Topex® Hardware
Inspired by Ancient Art
Thousands of years of storytelling through mosaic art now takes shape
in the home in the form of cabinet hardware
(Elmwood Park, NJ, March
6, 2013) Topex® Hardware,
international manufacturer of
decorative hardware and bath
vanities, has put a fresh twist on
an age-old medium with its latest
collection, Mosaic. Inspired by one
of the oldest and most beautiful
art forms, the Mosaic collection
fuses small squares of Zamak—a
zinc alloy that blends elements
of aluminum, magnesium and
cooper—to create a pixilated
effect of peaks, plains, and valleys
on each piece of hardware. The
combination alloy boasts Titan-like
strength that is far more stalwart
than zinc alone, making it a perfect
choice for hardworking kitchen
and bath spaces.
Three styles make up the collection:
a pull, a knob and a horseshoe.
The geometry of the shapes
beautifully showcases the mosaic
detail on each surface. In addition,
three finishes completely alter
the look of the pieces to give the
collection the versatile advantage
of complementing a wide variety of
home décor styles. The Venetian
bronze finish, for example, blends
rustic, traditional or Arts and Crafts
style furnishings. Matte Satin Nickel
offers a sophisticated look of luxury,
while the lustrous Bright Chrome
speaks to contemporary spaces.
List prices for the collection range
from $11 to $18.80.

Topex® Hardware Mosaic Collection
U-shaped pulls in Bright Chrome, Oil
Rubbed Bronze, and Matte Satin Nickel

Topex® Hardware Mosaic Collection
bar pulls in Bright Chrome, Oil Rubbed
Bronze, and Matte Satin Nickel

Topex® Hardware Mosaic Collection
square knobs in Bright Chrome, Oil
Rubbed Bronze, and Matte Satin Nickel

ABOUT TOPEX

TOPEX® Hardware is an international manufacturer of high-quality decorative
hardware products with warehouses throughout the world. Topex’s unique
designs come in wood, porcelain, and stainless steel as well as an assortment
of rich finishes from the zamak family of alloys. Whether complementing modern,
Euro, old world or traditional décor, Topex products add a touch of elegance to
the kitchen or bath. Products are sold at prominent decorative hardware and
plumbing showrooms, online retailers, and at select kitchen and bath dealers
nationwide. For more information about the Topex Hardware products, call
201-794-7900, or visit www.topexhardware.com.
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